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Ýê¤ó¤ò£ ñìô

õíè¢è‹

å¼ °¼ ªõ÷¤ï£ì¢´ð¢ ðòíñ¢ ªêò¢õîø¢è£è, ñ¤èð¢ ð¤óðôñ£ù õ¤ñ£ùñ¢ åù¢ø¤ô¢ ðòíñ¢ 
ªêò¢î££¢.  õ¤ñ£ùñ¢ ï´õ£ù¤ô¢ ðòí¤î¢î«ð£¶ ðí¤ð¢ªðí¢ âô¢«ô£¼è¢°ñ¢  õó«õø¢¹ ð£ùñ£è 
õ¤¬ô àò£¢ï¢î ñ¶ð£ùî¢¬îè¢ ªè£´î¢¶ àðêó¤î¢îð® õï¢¶ ªè£í¢®¼ï¢î££¢.  Þð¢«ð£¶ °¼õ¤ù¢ 
º¬ø õï¢î¶.  Üõó¤ìºñ¢ ðí¤ð¢ªðí¢  å¼ ñ¶è¢«è£ð¢¬ð¬ò ï¦ì¢®ù££¢ Üõ£¢ õ£é¢è ñÁî¢¶õ¤ì¢ì££¢.

ðí¤ð¢ªðí¢ “äò£, âé¢è÷¢ õ¤ñ£ùî¢î¤ô¢ ðòí¤è¢è¤ø åõ¢ªõ£¼õ¼è¢°ñ¢ ï£é¢è÷¢ ªè£´è¢°ñ¢ 
àò£¢îó ñó¤ò£¬î Þ¶.  ãø¢Áè¢ ªè£÷¢Àé¢è÷¢” âù¢ø££¢.  Üîø¢° ñî°¼. “Üñ¢ñ£ àé¢è÷¢ 
Üù¢¹è¢°  ïù¢ø¤,  Þ¶ âùè¢° «õí¢ì£ñ¢”. âù¢ø££¢.  

ðí¤ð¢ªðí¢ õ¤ìõ¤ô¢¬ô. “àôè¤«ô«ò õ¤¬ô àò£¢ï¢î ñ¶õ¬è Þ¶.  ªè£ë¢êñ¢ °®î¢î£ô¢ 
Üð¢¹øñ¢ õ¤ì«õ ñ£ì¢¯£¢è÷¢” âù¢ø££¢.  Üð¢«ð£¶ ñî°¼ ãø¢Áè¢ ªè£÷¢÷õ¤ô¢¬ô. ðí¤ð¢ªðí¢ 
è¬ìê¤ò£èê¢ ªê£ù¢ù££¢. “Þõ¢õ÷¾ Éóñ¢ ï£ù¢ ªê£ù¢ùîø¢è£è å¼ ¶÷¤«òÂñ¢ ð¼°é¢è«÷ù¢.”   

Üîø¢° °¼ ªê£ù¢ù££¢ ï£ù¢ å¼ ê¤ï¢î¬ùò£÷ù¢ ñ¶ªõô¢ô£ñ¢ ð¼è ñ£ì¢«ìù¢. ï¦é¢è÷¢ åù¢Á 
ªêò¢»é¢è÷¢ Þ¬î õ¤ñ£ù æì¢®ò¤ìñ¢ ªè£´î¢¶ õ¤´é¢è÷¢ âù¢Á Üõ£¢ ªê£ù¢ù¶ñ¢  ðí¤ð¢ ªðí¢ 
Ý®ð¢«ð£ù££¢. äò£, ðí¤ò¤ô¢ Þ¼è¢è¤ø õ¤ñ£ù¤ âð¢ð® ñ¶ Ü¼ï¢î º®»ñ¢? Þ¬î Üõ£¢ °®î¢î£ô¢ 
Üõ£¢ ¹î¢î¤ î´ñ£ø¤ õ¤ñ£ùñ¢ õ¤ðî¢¶è¢° à÷¢÷£°«ñ.  Þî¢î¬ù àò¤£¢è÷¢ ðø¤ «ð£°«ñ âù¢Á 
ðîø¤ù££¢.

Üîø¢° °¼  Üõ£¢è÷¢ Ãø¤ù££¢   ê«è£îó¤ õ£ö¢è¢¬è»ñ¢ Þð¢ð®ð¢ðì¢ì¶î£ù¢.  îè£î è£ó¤òé¢è¬÷ 
ªêò¢î£ô¢ ¹î¢î¤ î´ñ£ø¤ õ¤ðî¢¶ «ïó¤´ñ¢”. 

Üõóõ£¢ îù¢ù¤¬ôòø¤ï¢¶ îù¢Âí£¢«õ£´ ïìð¢ð¶«õ ïù¢ùôñ¢ î¼ñ¢. âù¢Á Ãø¤ù££¢.  

  °íïôñ¢ ê£ù¢«ø££¢ ïô«ù ð¤øïôñ¢
  âï¢ïôî¢¶ à÷¢÷Éàñ¢ Üù¢Á

       - î¤¼è¢°ø÷¢

Üù¢¹ìù¢
º. «ñ£èù¢
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õíè¢èñ¢ !

ñ¦í¢´ñ¢ å¼º¬ø Þï¢î è®îñ¢ Íôñ¢ îé¢è¬÷ êï¢î¤ð¢ðî¤ô¢ ñ¤è¢è ñè¤ö¢ê¢ê¤, ð¤ð¢óõó¤ ñ£îñ¢ 24ï¢ «îî¤ 
¹¶ê¢«êó¤ò¤ô¢ ï¬ìªðø¢ø ñ£ï¤ô Ü÷õ¤ô£ù ñò¢òî¢î¬ôõ£¢è÷¢ ñø¢Áñ¢ °¿î¢î¬ôõ£¢è÷¤ù¢ Ãì¢ìî¢î¤ô¢ 
Ü½õôè ï¤£¢õ£è¤èÀñ¢, Íî¢î àÁð¢ð¤ù£¢èÀñ¢ èôï¢¶ ªè£í¢«ì£ñ¢. Ãì¢ìî¢î¤ô¢ ñ£ï¤ô Ü÷õ¤ô£ù 
èì¢´ï£¢è÷¤ù¢ ð¤óê¢ê¬ùè÷¢ ñ¤è õ¤ó¤õ£è õ¤õ£î¤è¢èð¢ðì¢ì¶. 

ñ£ï¤ô Ü÷õ¤ô£ù TNCBDR ñø¢Áñ RERA ðø¢ø¤ò õ¤ö¤ð¢¹í£¢¾ Ãì¢ìñ¢ î¤¼ªïô¢«õô¤ò¤ô¢ ï¬ìªðø¢ø¶.  
Þî¤ô¢ îñ¤ö¢ï£´ ïèó¬ñð¢¹ Þòè¢°ï£¢ î¤¼.êï¢î¤ó«êè£¢ êè£ºó¤, ñø¢Áñ¢ Asst. Collector î¤¼. ê¤õ°¼ ð¤óð£èóù¢, 
î¤¼ªïô¢«õô¤, ñø¢Áñ¢ Asst. Commissioner î¤¼. «è£ð£ôè¤¼û¢íù¢,î¤¼ªïô¢«õô¤, Town Planning Þ¬í 
Þòè¢°ï£¢ î¤¼. «êèóù¢  Ýè¤«ò££¢ èôï¢¶ªè£í¢´ àÁð¢ð¤ù£¢è÷¤ù¢ êï¢«îèé¢èÀè¢° õ¤÷è¢èñ÷¤î¢îù£¢.  
Þè¢Ãì¢ìî¢î¤ô¢ ï£Âñ¢ RERA ðø¢ø¤ò õ¤÷è¢è à¬óò£ø¢ø¤«ùù¢.  Þè¢Ãì¢ìñ¢ è£¬ô 10 ñí¤è¢° ¶õé¢è¤ ñ£¬ô 
6.00 õ¬ó ï¬ìªðø¢ø¶.  Þè¢Ãì¢ìî¢î¤ô¢ 300è¢°ñ¢ «ñø¢ðì¢ì àÁð¢ð¤ù£¢è÷¢ èôï¢¶ ªè£í¢ìù£¢.

25ñ¢ «îî¤ ïñ¶ êó¤î¢î¤ó ¹èö¢ ñ¤è¢è ªîù¢ùè ñò¢òî¢î¤ù¢ ªê£ï¢î èì¢®ìî¢î¤ô¢ Ü¬ñï¢¶÷¢÷ Üóé¢è¤ô¢, 
èì¢®ì «õ¬ôè÷¢ ï¬ìªðÁñ¢ Þìî¢î¤ô¢ ð£¶è£ð¢¹ °ø¤î¢¶ î¤¼. ð¤ó¹ è£ï¢î¤ Üõ£¢è÷£ô¢  ñ¤èê¢ ê¤øð¢ð£ù  
õ¤ö¤ð¢¹í£¢¾ Ãì¢ìñ¢ ï¬ìªðø¢ø¶. «ñ½ñ¢ Üù¢¬øò î¤ùñ¢ Dr. î¤¼. L. ó£ñªüòñ¢, Dean, ñ¦ù£ì¢ê¤ ²ï¢îóó£üù¢ 
ªð£ø¤ò¤òô¢ èô¢½ó¤  Üõ£¢è÷£ô¢ Structural Awareness  ï¤èö¢ê¢ê¤ ñ¤èê¢ ê¤øð¢ð£è ïìî¢îð¢ðì¢ì¶.  Üî¤ô¢ 
Ëø¢Áè¢°ñ¢ «ñø¢ðì¢ì àÁð¢ð¤ù£¢è÷¢ èôï¢¶ ªè£í¢´ ðòù¬ìï¢îù£¢.  «ñ½ñ¢ 27ñ¢ «îî¤ ðì¢ªüì¢ 2020 
âù¢ø î¬ôð¢ð¤ô¢  ðì¢¬ìòè¢ èíè¢è£ò£¢ î¤¼. R. ²ð¢ð¤óñí¤ ñø¢Áñ¢ ðì¢¬ìòè¢ èíè¢è£ò£¢¢  î¤¼. «è£ð£ô¢ 
è¤¼û¢í ó£ü¨ Üõ£¢è÷¢ Þ¼õ¼ñ¢ îø¢«ð£¶ Üóê£é¢èî¢î¤ù¢ INCOME TAX, GST, DIRECT AND INDIRECT TAX 
ðø¢ø¤ ñ¤èê¢ ê¤øð¢ð£ù å¼ Ãì¢ìî¢¬î ïìî¢î¤è¢ ªè£´î¢îù£¢. ïñ¶ ñò¢òî¢î¤ù¢ Taxation °¿î¢î¬ôõ£¢  
î¤¼. S.D. èí¢íù¢ ñ¤èê¢ ê¤øð¢ð£ù º¬øò¤ô¢ Þï¢î Ãì¢ìî¢¬î ãø¢ð£´ ªêò¢î¤¼ï¢î££¢.

ïñ¶ êé¢èî¢î¤ù¢ ªî£ì£¢ ºòø¢ê¤ò£ô¢ îñ¤ö¢ï£´ ªð£¶ èì¢®ì õ¤î¤è÷¤ô¢ ê¤ô ñ£ø¢øé¢è«÷£´ ¹î¤ò 
î¤¼î¢î¤ò Üóê£¬í îñ¤öè Üóê£ô¢ ªõ÷¤ò¤ìð¢ðì¢ì¶.  «ñ½ñ¢ ï£ñ¢ Ü÷¤î¢î ê¤ô «è£ó¤è¢¬èè÷¢  ï¤½¬õò¤ô¢ 
à÷¢÷¶ âù¢Áî£ù¢ Ãø «õí¢´ñ¢.  îñ¤öè Üó²è¢° ï£ñ¢ ªè£´î¢¶÷¢÷ ñø¢ªø£¼  ºè¢è¤òñ£ù «è£ó¤è¢¬è 
ðî¤¾î¢¶¬øò¤ô¢ à÷¢÷ ºî¢î¤¬óî¢î£÷¢ èì¢ìíî¢¬î»ñ¢ ðî¤¾è¢ èì¢ìíî¢¬î»ñ¢ °¬øè¢è Þï¢î¤ò£õ¤ô¢ ñø¢ø 
ñ£ï¤ôé¢è÷¤ô¢ ðî¤¾è¢ èì¢ìíî¢¬î åð¢ð¤´ñ¢«ð£¶ îñ¤öèî¢î¤ô¢ ñ¤è ñ¤è Üî¤èñ¢.  Þîø¢è£è îñ¤öè ºîô¢õó¤ìñ¢ 
ñÂ ªè£´î¢¶÷¢«÷£ñ¢.  õ¤¬óõ¤ô¢ ïô¢ôªî£¼ Üø¤õ¤ð¢¹ îñ¤öè Üóê£é¢èî¢î¤ìñ¢ âî¤£¢ð££¢è¢èô£ñ¢.

õ¼ñ¢ ñ££¢ê¢ ñ£îñ¢ ïñ¶ ªîù¢ùè ñò¢òñ¢ ê££¢ð¤ô¢ ªðí¢èÀè¢è£ù õí¢íñ¢ Ì²ñ¢ ªî£ö¤ô¤ù¢ 
ðò¤ôóé¢èºñ¢, Affordable Housing ðø¢ø¤ò å¼ õ¤ö¤ð¢¹í£¢¾ Ãì¢ìºñ¢ ïìî¢¶õî£è à÷¢«÷£ñ¢. Þù¢¬øò 
è£ô èì¢ìî¢î¤ø¢° Ü´è¢°ñ£® õ¦´ èì¢´ñ¢ èì¢´ï£¢èÀè¢° Þï¢î Ãì¢ìñ¢ ñ¤è ðòÂ÷¢÷î£è Þ¼è¢°ñ¢.  
Ýîô£ô¢ Þï¢î Ãì¢ìî¢î¤ô¢ ñ¤èî¢ î¤ó÷£ù àÁð¢ð¤ù£¢è÷¢ èôï¢¶ ªè£í¢´ ðòù¬ìò «õí¢´è¤«ø£ñ¢.

ïù¢ø¤ / ñ¦í¢´ñ¢ êï¢î¤ð¢«ð£ñ¢.

SAVE  WATER   SAVE LIFE  

Üù¢¹ìù¢
S. Þó£ñð¢ð¤ó¹ 

ñòòîî¬ôõ£ ñìô 
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A.R.Santhakumar
Former Emeritus Professor,  

Department of Civil  
Engineering IIT Madras

PROPERTIES OF 

HARDENED 
CONCRETE

Fig. 7.1 Properties of concrete

7.1 Strength Under Uniaxial and Multiaxial Stresses
In India and in many European countries, the short-term properties of concrete such as elastic modulus, tensile 

and compressive strength, shear strength, and stress–strain characteristics are expressed in terms of the uniaxial 
cube compressive strength of a 15 cm x 15 cm x 15 cm cube, moist cured for 28 days. This compressive strength is 
used as the design basis; it is also used for establishing the type of concrete by routine testing by making cubes at 
the construction site and testing them at the end of 28 days. The cube compressive strength is represented by σcu. 
By conducting tests on a cube, only strength parameters can be obtained. In some countries, such as in USA, the 
compressive strength of concrete is assessed by testing 6" x 12" (150 mm x 300 mm) cylinders. Testing cylinders 
enables one to obtain the stress–strain properties of concrete under uniaxial compression. The cylinder compressive 
strength is represented by   f’c .

Figure 7.2 shows a typical stress–strain curve for concrete under uniaxial compression. Normal-strength concrete 
reaches peak stress (called the maximum compressive cylinder strength) at a strain ϵ of about 0.002. The failure load 
of the cylinder occurs at a strain of about 0.0035 or more. The portion of the stress–strain curve beyond maximum 
stress and up to the failure load is known as the falling branch. A gradual falling branch is preferred over a steep 
falling branch. This depicts a ductile failure. A steep falling branch exhibits a brittle or (sudden) explosive failure.

Fig. 7.2 Stress–strain curve for concrete under uniaxial stress
The tensile strength of concrete is low and it is susceptible to sudden failure under tension. Hence, while designing 

structures, the tensile strength of concrete is ignored.
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In structures, concrete is rarely subjected to uniaxial stress. In deep beams and walls, it is subjected to biaxial 
stress. The inset in Fig. 7.3 shows the state of biaxial stress for a typical concrete element. The strength envelope 
of concrete under biaxial in-plane stress developed by Kupfer is shown in Fig. 7.3. Note that the compressive failure 
stress increases under biaxial stress. Under compression tension, the compressive strength decreases linearly with 
increasing tension. Under biaxial tension, the strength seems to be independent of biaxial loading.

Fig. 7.3 Strength envelopes for concrete under biaxial loading (Source: Sengupta 2003)
7.2 Failure Modes

The failure mode of concrete under stress depends on the following parameters:
(a) the state of stress, (b) the type of test, and (c) the effect of loading type.

7.2.1 State of Stress
Under uniaxial tension, cracks initiate and grow rapidly. The pre-existing cracks at the interface between aggregate 

and mortar join up with the new cracks formed due to loading, leading to brittle failure. 
Cracks start appearing in normal concrete under uniaxial compression when it is subjected to about 50% of the 

ultimate load. At this stage, a stable system of cracks already exists at the interface between coarse aggregate and 
mortar. At higher stresses, cracks start appearing in the mortar matrix. Finally the interface cracks reach the cracks 
in the mortar matrix at about 80–85% of the ultimate load. This is followed by significant stiffness loss and failure.
7.2.2 Type of Test

Figure 7.4 shows the failure cracks in a cylinder and a cube. Note the difference between the orientations of the 
cracks. The cylinder initially bulges and forms near-vertical cracks. The cracks in the cube occur at an inclination of 
about 30° to 45°. The influence of the loading platen surface offering shear resistance to the top portion of the cube 
causes the cracks to occur at a much steeper angle (45°). Such steep cracks do not occur in the cylinder.

Fig. 7.4 Typical failure cracks in concrete (in compression) in (a) a cylinder, (b) a cube
Cylinder strength will be less than the cube strength. This is due to the type of failure explained earlier. It is 

reasonable to assume the following relationship between cube and cylinder strength.
f’c =(0.85 to 0.9)σcu

7.2.3 Effect of Loading Type
Sustained load causes concrete to fail at a lower ultimate load compared to specimens tested under short-term 

loading in laboratories. This occurs due to progressive micro-cracking under sustained load. Figure 7.5 shows the 
relationship between short-term and sustained (long-term) loading strengths. Note from the failure limit that the  
long-term strength is only 80% of the short-term strength.
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Fig. 7.5 Relationship between short-term and long-term strengths (Source: Mehta 1986)
An increase in the loading rate ( representd by a decrease in loading duration t) leads to improved strength. Thus 

the strength of concrete increases with the rate at which load is applied. 
Plain concrete subjected to repeated loading exhibits both strength and stiffness degradation as shown in Fig. 

7.6. The unloading curve—after peak load has been reached—shows non-linearity. The reloading curve shows low 
stiffness at low loads. These properties become important while designing structures which are subjected to seismic 
loads.

Fig. 7.6 Effect of cyclic load on plain concrete behaviour (Source: Mehta 1986)
7.2.4 Tensile strength

Tensile strength is an important property of hardened concrete. The tensile strength of concrete is very low 
compared to its compressive strength. Generally tensile strength of concrete is determined by indirect methods 
because of the difficulty in applying direct tension to concrete. However there are now sophisticated equipments 
using which we will be able to perform direct tension test. We will discuss about these special tests later in the Chapter 
on testing. Here in, we will consider normal test tensile strength evaluation of concrete using simple laboratory 
procedures. It should be kept in mind that these approximate methods generally give higher value compared to direct 
uniaxial tensile strength. The following two types of test are common.

1. Split tensile test
2. Flexure tensile test
Split tensile strength determines the tensile strength in an indirect way. The compression load P  is applied 

at diametrically opposite points of a cylinder as shown in Fig.7.7 . Note the uniform tension produced across the 
diameter joining load points which splits the cylinder into two halves. Using elastic solution maximum tensile stress 
on the vertical diameter is calculated as  

                                                                     f t =(2P)/(�DL)      where
P= Compressive load at failure
D = Diameter of cylinder
L = Length of cylinder
The above test result is referred as “splitting tensile strength” of concrete. It is about 1/10 th of the compressive 

strength
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7.2.5 Flexural Tensile strength- Modulus of Rupture
The flexure test is performed on beam specimen 150mmx150mmx500mm  subjected to middle third loading as 

shown in Fig.7.8. The flexural tensile stress is known as Modulus of Rupture.
 The beam specimen is loaded by the two point loading and the failure tensile stress fbt “Modulus of rupture” is 

calculated as   follows:
                                        fbt =(PL)/(b d2)   Where
P = Load at failure
L = Span between supports
b= Width of the beam
d= Depth of the beam
fbt= modulus of Rupture
During test the failure should occur within the middle third.

7.2.5 Fatigue
Figure 7.9 shows the stress–strain behaviour of concrete under fatigue conditions. The specimen to be tested 

is subject to a number of cycles (n) of fatigue between the stress limits σ1 > 0 and σ2 > σ1. The stress range for 
the test is σ1 to σ2. After a specified number of cycles, the fatigue-damaged concrete is tested to determine the 
changes in the stress–strain properties caused by fatigue. The number of cycles imposed is shown on the curve 
itself. The stress–strain curve changes with the number of load repetitions. Initially it exhibits normal behaviour 
(concave downwards) known as strain-softening behaviour. With increase in the number of cycles, the behaviour 
changes to strain hardening, i.e., concave upwards.

The changes in fatigue behaviour can be identified to occur in three phases.
• Phase I Strain increases rapidly with increase in the number of cycles.
• Phase II This is the stable phase; the strain increases linearly.
• Phase III This stage is associated with the effect of instability; the strain increases progressively till fatigue failure   

        occurs.

Fig. 7.9 Stress–strain behaviour under fatigue damages (Source: Saito & Imai 1983)
The area under the hysteresis loop (shown shaded in Fig. 7.9) is of interest because it represents energy 

dissipated. The strain at failure due to fatigue can be quite large (0.004 cm/cm).
The modified Goodman (Fig. 7.10) diagram for compressive fatigue can be used to assess the vulnerability of 

concrete to fatigue damage. It is seen that if the static sustained load is high, the range of stress a member can 
withstand for a given number of cycles is less. The modified Goodman diagram for flexural fatigue of concrete is 
shown in Fig. 7.11. The fatigue strength in flexure for 10 million cycles is only 55% of the static strength. Bond 
deterioration due to fatigue is important in RCC structures subjected to cyclic and reverse cyclic loading. This type 
of load occurs during earthquakes. The effect of fatigue on bonds is expressed in terms of the cumulative slip that 
occurs at the steel–concrete interface.



7.2.6 Impact Strength
The impact strength of concrete is important when it is subjected to sudden (impact) load or repeated impact load 

as witnessed in forge hammer foundations. Runway concrete pavements are also subjected to repeated impacts due 
to landing and take-off of aircraft. The impact strength of concrete increases with increase in compressive strength.

Figure 7.12 shows the relation between impact strength and compressive strength for concrete made with different 
types of aggregates. Angular and surface rough aggregates (broken granite) exhibit better impact strength. The rate 
of loading has a profound effect on strength. Figure 7.13 shows the relation between the percentage increase over 
static strength and the rate of loading. Impact at a loading rate 2–3 orders high increases the strength by about 50% 
to 60%. The effect of strain rate on the percentage increase in strength is shown in Fig. 7.14

7.2.7 Abrasion resistance:
Abrasion resistance of concrete is required for applications involving flow of water in spill ways of dams and 

when bridge deck top surface is used as a wearing surface. It is considered as one of the prime requirements of  
durability.

Deterioration of concrete surface may occur due to abrasion by sliding, scraping, percussion or action of 
abrasive materials carried by water. Abrasion loss under physical effects suffered by concrete pavements (roads and  
air-fields), industrial floors, railway platforms, dock-yards, and footpaths  should be evaluated and minimised.

 In such cases, it becomes difficult to assess the abrasion resistance of concrete, because the damage caused 
by the abrasive action in each case varies.

However, evaluation of relative resistance of concrete surfaces is possible.
Test method based on IS 1984: 1979 Reaffirmed 2002 Method of test for Abrasion Resistance of concrete can be 

used to quantify the resistance. The surface of the concrete cubes is subjected to impingement of an abrasive charge 
(Fig.7.15). As a result, abrasion of the concrete surface of the cubes occurs and resulting loss in mass of the cubes 
is taken as the abrasion loss of concrete. 

The maximum loss suffered after test should be within the limits specified in Table 7.1

Fig. 7.10 Modified Goodman 
diagram for compressive fatigue 

(Source: Neville 1963)

Fig. 7.12 Relation between  
impact strength and compressive 
strength for concrete made with 

different types of aggregates 
(Source: Green 1964)

Fig. 7.13 Relation between 
compre-ssive strength and rate 

of loading up to impact level 
(Source: Popp 1977)

Fig. 7.14 Relation between 
relative increase in compressive 
strength and the strain rate for 
concretes of different strengths 
(Source: Bischoff & Perry 1991)

Fig. 7.11 Modified Goodman 
diagram for flexure fatigue 
(Source: Lloyd et al. 1967)
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Table 7.1 Tentative Suggested values of Abrasion Loss

7.2.8 Fracture properties of concrete
Formation of cracks requires certain amount of energy which agrees with fracture mechanics concept. Finite 

element analysis based on strength criteria is not applicable near cracked zones because the results vary with mesh 
size. Limit analysis based on plasticity theory cannot be applied for brittle type of failure like punching shear and 
unreinforced shear failures. Size effects can be addressed by fracture mechanics. Concrete with tension softening 
type of failure can be tackled by fracture mechanics. Hence there is justification for using fracture mechanics for 
concrete.

In classical mechanics critical stress does not depend on structure size. Plain crete shows strong size effect.
At the crack tip linear elastic fracture mechanics allows the stress to approach infinity. Infinite stress cannot 

develop in real materials. A certain range of inelastic zone must develop around crack tip.
This zone (Fig.7.16) is considered as fracture process zone. It includes micro-cracks. Cohesive pressure should 

still exist. The behavior is nonlinear.

In contrast to metals strain softening instead of strain hardening dominates the behavior.
In a ductile material, the fracture process zone is usually small. ( Fig.7.17) In concrete fracture process zone is 

large compared to metal. Hence concrete crack tip is not defined clearly

7.3 Strength–Density Relationship
Concrete made with normal aggregate has a density of 22–26 kN/m3 (2200–2600 kg/m3). Though the quantity 

(volume) of the aggregate varies based on the design of the mix, the variations of density on account of this are 
not significant. This makes the self-weight of concrete elements a major load, and hence concrete structures are 
considered less efficient when we compare their strength/weight ratio with that of structures made of either steel or 
aluminium. It must then be fully recognized that high self-weight is a drawback as far as the use of normal-weight 

Sl.No Surfacing Category Maximum value of loss
1 Concrete Pavement 0.16
2 Factory floor 0.16
3 Dock Yard 0.16
4 Railway Platform 0.24
5 Foot Path 0.4
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structural concrete is concerned.
Figure 7.18 traces the improvement in the structural efficiency of concrete since the introduction of lightweight 

concrete. Considering the strength/density ratio, the efficiency has improved by more than five times.

Fig. 7.18 Structural efficiency of concrete as a function of density (Source: Shah & Ahmad 1994)
Concrete is considered a two-phase material—aggregate enveloped by mortar as shown in Fig. 7.19. One 

way to reduce the weight of concrete is to reduce the density of the mortar phase. This can be done by omitting 
fine aggregates to produce ‘no-fines concrete’. No-fines concrete contains coarse aggregates surrounded by an 
approximately 1.3-mm-thick layer of cement paste. There exist, therefore, large voids, which reduce the strength of 
this concrete. This also means that there will not be any capillary movement of water. The variation of the compressive 
strength of no-fines concrete with respect to its density is shown in Fig. 7.20.

7.4 Parameters Affecting Strength
Figure 7.21 shows the various parameters that affect the strength of concrete. For simplicity, these parameters 

can be divided into three categories: (a) specimen parameters, (b) material parameters, and (c) loading parameters.

Fig. 7.21 Factors affecting the strength of concrete (Source: Mehta 1986)

Fig. 7.19 Concrete as a  
two-phase material  

(Source: Shah & Ahmad 1994)

Fig. 7.20 Compressive strength of 28-day-old no-fines 
concrete as a function of its density at the time of 

testing (Source: Neville 1981)
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Specimen parameters The dimension, moisture state, and shape of a specimen influence the strength.
Material parameters Mix proportions are varied in order to produce concrete of different strengths. Indeed 

the number of parameters that contribute to strength are many. The most important of them is porosity. Porosity 
in concrete can result from either the matrix, aggregate, or the interfacial transition zone. The matrix porosity is 
influenced by the w/c ratio, degree of hydration of cement, and the air content. Porosity of aggregate depends on the 
type of aggregate chosen. Dense aggregates such as granite, broken stone, have negligible porosity. The porosity 
of the transition zone depends on the microstructure of concrete produced. The use of mineral admixtures helps in 
modifying the pore structure of concrete and minimise porosity.

There exists an inverse relationship between strength and porosity, which can be represented by the expression

   3
cf ax=  

where fc is the compressive strength, a is the intrinsic strength at zero porosity, and x is the solid/space ratio 
known as the gel–space ratio. Figure 7.22 shows the relationship between strength and gel–space ratio. In concrete, 
this relationship is more complex due to the presence of micro-cracks and a weak transition zone, which will be 
discussed in detail in the next chapter.

Fig. 7.22 Porosity–strength relation in solids: Portland cement mortars with different mix proportions  
(Source: Mehta 1986)

Loading parameter The rate of loading also influences the strength concrete exhibits higher strengths at a faster 
rate of loading.

The most important property of concrete is its strength. The parameters that affect the strength have been 
discussed in this chapter. The cube strength is generally accepted as a representative value of concrete quality. The 
behaviour of concrete under biaxial stress state and the general failure modes have been covered. The importance 
of minimizing porosity to produce quality concrete is also emphasized.
7.5 Effect of Age on the Strength of Concrete

Though the strength of concrete traditionally refers to the 28-day strength of concrete, concrete gains strength 
even after 28 days. The rate of gain in strength for concrete with different w/c ratios is different. This rate is lower in 
concrete with higher water–cement ratio as shown in Fig. 7.23.

The strength versus time curve for concrete becomes important if we want to put a structure to use early. In 
prestressed concrete work, the strength at an early age should be known if we want to transfer the prestress at an 
early age. This property also becomes important for the early removal of formwork. The long-term strength is more 
than the 28-day strength because hydration takes place even after a very long period, especially if the concrete is 
in a moist atmosphere. However, the latest IS: 456-2000 does not recommend taking advantage of the long-term 
strength even if the structure is loaded only at a later time. This conservative approach takes care of the durability 
problems with age in concrete, which may offset the gain in strength with age beyond 28 days.

Fig. 7.23 Relative gain in strength with time for concrete made with different w/c ratios
7.6. Maturity of Concrete

The strength of concrete increases with hydration. The rate of hydration of cement increases with temperature. 
Hence, it is possible to express strength as a function of curing time and multiplied by temperature. The product of 



time interval for hydration and temperature is called the maturity of concrete. Thus,
 Below –12°, concrete does not gain any strength and gets damaged due to the action of frost. Figure 7.24 shows 

the relation between maturity (log scale) and compressive strength. Note that this relation is linear when plotted on 
a semi-log graph sheet.

Hence the strength ratio of concrete as it matures can be expressed as

 ( )–3
1 2 10/     log maturity  10S S A B= + ×

 where A and B are constants which depend on the grade of concrete and S1 and S2 are the strengths of concrete 
at any two maturities, i.e., S1 is the strength of concrete at maturity M1 and S2 is the strength of concrete at maturity 
M2. It should be remembered that M1 may be defined as the maturity of concrete used at 18°C for 28 days. The 
values of the constants suggested by Plowman are given in Table 7.2

. Table t5.2 Plowman’s coefficients for the maturity equation

 
 

The strength–maturity relation is uncertain at low-strength maturity values. It is quite useful in determining the 
time required for the removal of the formwork of concrete. It is also useful for fixing the temperature of stream curing 
in order to obtain a particular level of maturity in a precast component before it is sent out of the factory for use.

 The maturity concept can also be used to correlate the strength of concrete in a structure with the strength 
‘predictions’ of the compression specimen, especially if the compression specimen is cured at a different temperature 
in the laboratory
7.7  Stiffening Time

The reaction between cement and water is the primary cause for the setting of concrete. The phenomena of 
stiffening, setting, and hardening are physical manifestations of the progressive hydration reaction of cement.

The initial and final setting times of cement are points defined arbitrarily by the Vicat test, which determine the 
onset of solidification in fresh cement paste. Similarly, the setting of concrete is defined as the onset of solidification 
in a fresh concrete mixture. Both the initial and final setting times of concrete are also arbitrarily defined by test 
methods such as the penetration resistance method (ASTM: C403 and IS: 8142). The initial and final setting times, 
as measured by the penetration resistance method are two distinct milestones in the process of solidification of the 
mixture. These are purely functional points, in the sense that the former defines the limit of hardening and the latter 
defines the beginning of development of mechanical strength. They do not have to coincide exactly with the periods 
marking the end or the complete loss of workability and the beginning of mechanical strength development. Instead, 
the initial set represents approximately the time at which fresh concrete can no longer be properly mixed, placed, 
and compacted; the final set represents approximately the time after which 
strength begins to develop at a significant rate. Obviously, the knowledge 
of the changes in concrete characteristics as defined by the initial and final 
setting times can be of considerable value in scheduling concrete construction 
operations.

Briefly, in the penetration resistance test, the initial and final setting times 
are defined as times at which the penetration resistances are 3.5 MPa 
(500 psi) and 27.5 MPa (4000 psi), respectively. It is to be noted that these 
arbitrarily chosen points do not indicate the strength of concrete. In fact 
at 3.5 MPa concrete has no compressive strength, while at 27.5 MPa the 
compressive strength of concrete may only be about 0.7 MPa. The principle 
factors controlling the setting times of concrete are cement composition, 
water–cement ratio, temperature, and admixtures. Cements that are 
quick setting, false setting, or flash setting tend to produce concrete with 
corresponding characteristics. In the case of cement, the water–cement ratio 
obviously affects the setting time. The laboratory setting time data of cement 
paste does not coincide with the actual setting times of concrete made with 
the same cement, because the water–cement ratios in the two cases are 
usually different. In general, the higher the water–cement ratio, the longer is 
the setting time.
	 	 	 	 	 		

Strength at 28 days at 18°C  
(maturity = 19800°C h)         Coefficient )        Coefficient *
 < 17     10.0    68.0
 17–35     21.0    61.0
 35–52     32.0    54.0
 52–69     42.0    46.5

Fig. 7.24 Relation between 
maturity (log scale) and 

compressive strength (Source: 
Lew & Reichard 1978)
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Mr. S.P. GOEL  
All India Past President left for his 

heavenly abode on 27th February 2020.

“Southern Centre” prays to the Almighty 
to rest the departed soul in peace and 

grant fortitude to the bereaved family to 
bear the irreplaceable loss.

OBITUARY
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25.02.2020 Üù¢Á ªîù¢ùè ñò¢ò Ü½õôèî¢î¤ô¢ Ü¬ñï¢¶÷¢÷  
Dr. A. ó£ñè¤¼û¢í£ Üóé¢è¤ô¢ Safety & Disaster ðø¢ø¤ò 

èôï¢î£ò¢¾è¢ Ãì¢ìñ¢ ï¬ìªðø¢ø¶.
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25.02.2020 Üù¢Á Dr. A. ó£ñè¤¼û¢í£ Üóé¢è¤ô¢ ï¬ìªðø¢ø Structural 
Awareness ðø¢ø¤ò èôï¢î£ò¢¾è¢ Ãì¢ìñ¢ ï¬ìªðø¢ø¶. 

25.02.2020 Üù¢Á ªîù¢ùè ñò¢ò Ü½õôèî¢î¤ô¢ Ü¬ñï¢¶÷¢÷  
Dr. A. ó£ñè¤¼û¢í£ Üóé¢è¤ô¢ Safety & Disaster ðø¢ø¤ò  

èôï¢î£ò¢¾è¢ Ãì¢ìñ¢ ï¬ìªðø¢ø¶.
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27.02.2020 Üù¢Á Dr. A. ó£ñè¤¼û¢í£ Üóé¢è¤ô¢ ï¬ìªðø¢ø  
Union Budget 2020-2021 ñø¢Áñ¢ Direct & Indirect Taxes ðø¢ø¤ò 

èôï¢î£ò¢¾è¢ Ãì¢ìñ¢ ï¬ìªðø¢ø¶.
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24.02.2020 Üù¢Á ¹¶ê¢«êó¤ò¤ô¢ ñò¢òî¢î¬ôõ£¢è÷¢ ñø¢Áñ¢ 
¶¬íè¢°¿î¢ î¬ôõ£¢è÷¢ Ãì¢ìñ¢ ï¬ìªðø¢ø¶.



Compliance Guide Finance Bill 2020 Income Tax
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Mr. S. Somasundaram
Civil Railway Contractor
No.21/7, Round Building
Anna Nagar West Extn,
Chennai – 600 101
Mob: 9791294546

Mr. Deepu Divakar 
M/s. Deepakam Housing Pvt Ltd
136 & 137, Deepakam Apartments
3rd Cross Ambal Nagar
Pallikaranai, Chennai – 600 100
Mob: 9790878009

Mr. R. Senthil Kumar
M/s. VST Projects Pvt Ltd
No.3, 3rd Canal Cross Street
Gandhi Nagar
Adyar
Chennai – 600 020
Mob: 9500037445

NEW PATRON MEMBERS 
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 õ£ö¢ªõù¢ð¶ àò¤£¢ à÷¢÷ õ¬ó ñì¢´«ñ

 «î¬õè¢° ªêôõ¤´

 ÜÂðõ¤è¢è î°ï¢î¬î ÜÂðõ¤

 Þòù¢ø õ¬ó ð¤ø¼è¢° ªð£¼Àîõ¤ ªêò¢

 ñø¢Áñ¢ ü¦õè£¼í¢òî¢¬î è¬ìð¤®

 Þù¤ Ü«ïè Ýí¢´è÷¢ õ£öð¢«ð£õî¤ô¢¬ô

 àò¤£¢ «ð£°ñ¢«ð£¶ â¶¾ñ¢ ªè£í¢´ ªêô¢ô «ð£õ¶ñ¤ô¢¬ô âù«õ Üî¤èñ£ù 

ê¤è¢èùñ¢ Üõê¤òñ¤ô¢¬ô.

 ñ®ï¢î ð¤ù¢ âù¢ù ïìè¢°ñ¢ âù¢Á °öñ¢ð£«î

 àò¤£¢ ð¤ó¤ò î£ù¢ õ£ö¢¾.  å¼ ï£÷¢ ð¤ó¤»ñ¢, ²ø¢øñ¢, ïì¢¹, ªêô¢õñ¢ âô¢ô£«ñ 

ð¤ó¤ï¢¶ õ¤´ñ¢.

 àò¤£¢ à÷¢÷õ¬ó Ý«ó£è¢è¤òñ£è Þ¼.

 àìô¢ ïôñ¢ Þöï¢¶ ðíñ¢ «ê£¢è¢è£«î

 àù¢ °öï¢¬îè¬÷ «ðµ.  Üõ£¢è÷¤ìñ¢ Üù¢ð£ò¢ Þ¼  Üõ¢õð¢«ð£¶ ðó¤²è÷¢ 

Ü÷¤.

 Üõ£¢è÷¤ìñ¢ Üî¤èñ¢ âî¤£¢ð££¢è¢è£«î.  Ü®¬ñò£è¾ñ¢ Ýè£«î

 Üõóõ£¢ õ£ö¢¾ Üõóõ£¢ õ¤î¤ð¢ð® âù Üø¤ï¢¶ ªè£÷¢.

 Þ¼è¢°ñ¢«ð£«î °öï¢¬îèÀè¢° ªè£´.

 Ýù£ô¢ ï¤¬ô¬ñ¬ò Üø¤ï¢¶ Ü÷«õ£´ ªè£´

 âô¢ô£õø¢¬ø»ñ¢ îï¢¶ õ¤ì¢´ ð¤ù¢ ¬è ãï¢î£«î

 ñ£ø¢ø º®ò£î¬î ñ£ø¢ø º¬ùò£«î

 ñø¢øõ£¢ °´ñ¢ð ï¤¬ô èí¢´, ªð£ø£¬ñò£ô¢ õîé¢è£«î !

 Ü¬ñî¤ò£è ñè¤ö¢ê¢ê¤«ò£´ Þ¼.

 ð¤øó¤ìñ¢  à÷¢÷ ïø¢°íé¢è¬÷è¢ èí¢´ ð£ó£ì¢´.

 ïí¢ð£¢è÷¤ìñ¢ Ü÷õ÷£¾

 ïô¢ô àí¾ àí¢´, ï¬ì ðò¤ø¢ê¤ ªêò¢¶, àìô¢ ïôñ¢ «ðí¤ Þ¬ø ðè¢î¤ 

ªè£í¢´ °´ñ¢ðî¢î¤ù£¢, ïí¢ð£¢è«÷£´ èôï¢¶ àøõ£® ñù ï¤¬ø«õ£´ õ£ö¢.

 õ£ö¢¬õ èí¢´ è÷¤

 óê¬ù«ò£´ õ£ö¢

 õ£ö¢è¢¬è õ£ö¢õîø¢«è

õ÷¢÷ô££¢ Ãø¤ò Üø¢¹îñ£ù 

õ£ö¢è¢¬è «ð£î¬ù

- P.K.P. Narayanan



Pioneers in Construction Specialised in Multi-Stories Buildings

Registered Office:
No.20/1, Indira Colony 3rd Street, Ashok Nagar, Chennai - 600 083.

Ph: 044-4231 8432 / 72999 78312 / 18
Email: goodwillbuilderschennai@gmail.com | Web: goodwillbuilderschennai.in

K.SUBBURAMAN (Managing Partner)

We build your Dreams Civil Engineers & Contractors

 Modular Kitchen

 Wardrobes

 UPVC Windows & Cupboards

 PVC Doors & Cupboards

 Aluminium & ACP Works

 False Ceiling & Work Stations

 Patch Fiting Works

H.O. :    # 5-A  Vivekananda Nagar Extension, 200 Feet Road, 
             Kolathur, Chennai - 600 099.
B.O. 1 : # 47, P.H Road, Nerkundram, Chennai - 600 107.
B.O. 2 : # 901/4 Anna Street, Medavakkam Koot Road Junction,  
             Medavakkam, Chennai - 600 100.
Factory: Plot # 37, Mumtaj Nagar, Vadaperumbakkam,  
             Madhavaram, Chennai - 600 060.

FASHION INTERIOR
fashioninterior.nanda@gmail.com 

www.fashion-interior.com

Manufacture of 
UPVC Window &
Modular Kitchen

C.Nanda Kumar MD

+91 98411 84795



SOUTHERN CENTRE ACTIVITIES
06.02.2020 ê¤øð¢¹è¢ Ãì¢ìñ¢
ªîù¢ùè ñò¢ò Ü½õôèî¢î¤ô¢  ¹î¤ò Ü½õôè ðó£ñó¤ð¢¹ ñø¢Áñ¢ ðô «è£ó¤è¢¬èè÷¢ õ¤õ£î¤ð¢ðîø¢è£è 
Íî¢î àÁð¢ð¤ù£¢èÀìù¢ Ãì¢ìñ¢ ï¬ìªðø¢ø¶. Þî¤ô¢ Üè¤ô Þï¢î¤ò ºù¢ù£÷¢ î¬ôõ£¢  
î¤¼. R. Þó£î£è¤¼ì¢®íù¢, è£ð¢ð£÷£¢è÷¢. î¤¼. K. Þó£ñ£Âüñ¢, î¤¼. J.R. «ê¶ó£ñô¤é¢èñ¢,  
ºù¢ù£÷¢ Üè¤ô Þï¢î¤ò ¶¬íî¢î¬ôõ£¢ î¤¼. Mu. «ñ£èù¢, ñ£ï¤ôð¢ ªð£¼÷£÷£¢  
î¤¼. K. ªõé¢è«ìêù¢, àìù® ºù¢ù£÷¢ ñò¢òî¢î¬ôõ£¢ î¤¼. L. ªõé¢è«ìêù¢, ñø¢Áñ¢ ñò¢ò 
ï¤£¢õ£è¤è÷¢ èôï¢¶ ªè£í¢ìù£¢.

10.02.2020 
è¾óõ ªêòô£÷£¢ î¤¼. R.R. ÿî£¢ ñø¢Áñ¢ Affiliated Association àÁð¢ð¤ù£¢èÀìù¢ Town & Country 
Planning î¬ô¬ñð¢ ªð£ø¤ò£÷£¢ Üõ£¢è¬÷ êï¢î¤î¢¶ èì¢®ì ÜÂñî¤è¢è£ù «è£ó¤è¢¬è ñÂõ¤¬ù 
Ü÷¤î¢îù£¢.  

24.02.2020  
ñ£ï¤ô Ü÷õ¤ô£ù ñò¢òî¢î¬ôõ£¢è÷¢ ñø¢Áñ¢ ¶¬íè¢°¿î¢î¬ôõ£¢è÷¢ Ãì¢ìñ¢ ¹¶ê¢«êó¤ò¤ô¢ 
ï¬ìªðø¢ø¶.  Þî¤ô¢ ªîù¢ùè ñò¢òî¢î¤ô¤¼ï¢¶ ñò¢òî¢î¬ôõ£¢ î¤¼. S. Þó£ñð¢ð¤ó¹, ¶¬íî¢î¬ôõ£¢ 
î¤¼. L. ê£ï¢î°ñ££¢, ºù¢ù£÷¢ Üè¤ô Þï¢î¤ò ¶¬íî¢î¬ôõ£¢ î¤¼. MU. «ñ£èù¢ ñø¢Áñ¢ ªîù¢ùè 
ñò¢ò ¶¬íè¢°¿î¢î¬ôõ£¢è÷¢ èôï¢¶ ªè£í¢´ ê¤øð¢ð¤î¢îù£¢.

25.02.2020  
ªîù¢ùè ñò¢òî¢î¤ù¢ Ü½õôèî¢î¤ô¢ Ü¬ñï¢¶÷¢÷ Dr. A. ó£ñè¤¼û¢í£ Üóé¢èî¢î¤ô¢ Structural 
Awareness ñø¢Áñ¢ Safety & Disaster Management ðø¢ø¤ò õ¤ö¤ð¢¹í£¢¾ Ãì¢ìñ¢ 25.02.2020 ñ£¬ô 
3.00 ñí¤ò¤ô¤¼ï¢¶ 6.00 ñí¤ õ¬ó ï¬ìªðø¢ø¶. Þî¤ô¢ Structural Awareness ðø¢ø¤ò î¬ôð¢ð¤ô¢  
Prof. Dr. L. Ramajeyam, Dean, Civil Engineering, Üõ£¢èÀñ¢,Safety & disaster Manager âù¢è¤ù¢ø î¬ôð¢ð¤ô¢  
î¤¼.M. Prabhugandhi . Head, Safety Engineer Üõ£¢èÀñ¢ õ¤÷è¢èñ÷¤î¢îù£¢.  Þè¢è¼î¢îóé¢è¤ô¢ ªîù¢ùè 
ñò¢ò àÁð¢ð¤ù£¢è÷¢ 85è¢°ñ¢ «ñø¢ðì¢ì«ì££¢ èôï¢¶ ªè£í¢´ ðòù¬ìï¢îù£¢.  Ü¬ùõ¼è¢°ñ¢ 
ñ£¬ô ê¤ø¢Áí¢® õöé¢èð¢ðì¢ì¶.  

27.02.2020
ªîù¢ùè ñò¢òî¢î¤ù¢ Ü½õôèî¢î¤ô¢ Ü¬ñï¢¶÷¢÷ Dr. A. ó£ñè¤¼û¢í£ Üóé¢èî¢î¤ô¢ 27.02.2020 
Üù¢Á ñ£¬ô 3 ñí¤ ºîô¢ 5.30 õ¬ó Union Budget 2020-21  ñø¢Áñ¢ Direct &Indirect taxes  
ðø¢ø¤ò  èôï¢î£ò¢¾è¢Ãì¢ìñ¢ ï¬ìªðø¢ø¶. Þî¤ô¢ Dr. CA «è£ð£ô¢ è¤¼û¢í  ó£ü¨  ñø¢Áñ¢  
î¤¼. CA R. ²ð¢ð¤óñí¤òù¢ èôï¢¶ ªè£í¢´  õ¤÷è¢èñ÷¤î¢îù£¢.  Þè¢Ãì¢ìî¢î¤ô¢ 80è¢°ñ¢ «ñø¢ðì¢«ì££¢ 
èôï¢¶ ªè£í¢´ îé¢è÷¢ êï¢«îèé¢èÀè¢° õ¤÷è¢èñ¢ ªðø¢øù£¢.  ñ£¬ô ê¤ø¢Áí¢®»ìù¢ Ãì¢ìñ¢ 
Þù¤«î º®õ¬ìï¢î¶.  

14.02.2020  Üù¢Á Hotel The Crown Plaza ô¢ 
ðî¤ªù£ù¢ø£õ¶ ªêòø¢°¿/ªð£¶è¢°¿  

Ãì¢ìñ¢ î¤¼. R. ê¤õè¢°ñ££¢, î¤¼. L.ªõé¢è«ìêù¢, 
î¤¼. R. ð£ô²ð¢ð¤óñí¤òù¢, î¤¼. R. ï¤ñ¢«ó£ì¢,       
î¤¼. G. î¤õ£è£¢ Ýè¤«ò£ó¤ù¢ àðêó¤ð¢ð¤ô¢ 

ï¬ìªðø¢ø¶.  
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Crawler Excavators
SCHWING -XCMG Crawler Excavators - Powerful, Reliable and Efficient.
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XE215 C


